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Shortcut Keys 
 Copy a selected item: Ctrl+C 

 Cut a selected item: Ctrl+X 

 Paste a selected item: Ctrl+V 

 Undo an action: Ctrl+Z 

 Redo that thing I just undid: Ctrl+Y 

 Select everything: Ctrl+A 

 Print: Ctrl+P 

File extensions—text 

 
doc Microsoft Word Document 

.docx Microsoft Word Open XML Document 

.log Log File 

.msg Outlook Mail Message 

.odt OpenDocument Text Document 

.pages Pages Document 

.rtf Rich Text Format File 

.tex LaTeX Source Document 

.txt Plain Text File 

.wpd WordPerfect Document 

.wps Microsoft Works Word Processor Document 
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Viruses can be prevented by taking sensible precautions, including: 
 

keeping your operating system up to date 
using up to date anti-virus software 
not opening an email attachment unless you are expecting it and know the 
source (many email servers scan emails with anti-virus software on the user's 
behalf) 
not allowing other users to use their own memory stick on your system 
only downloading files from reputable web sites 
avoiding software from unreliable sources 

Anti-virus software can inspect computer files and email attachments for vi-
ruses and remove or quarantine any which are found. 
It is good practice to backup your data regularly. If a virus does damage your 

ISPs (Internet Service Providers) are companies that run computer 
servers to provide internet connections to customers. These servers 
will carry customers’ confidential information. Describe three types of 
security other than backups that the ISPs should employ to protect cus-
tomer data. (3 Marks) 
 
To protect customers data ISP companies should consider these types 

of protection: 

- Encrypted text which hides the text from being read 

- Passwords which are made up of random letters and numbers which 

are near to impossible to guess  

- use a secure connection  - https 

MACROS 

REM—Remark (comment in the macro) 

DIM—Declaring variables 

Data Types:- 

Text (characters) 

Number (Integer = whole number) 

Date 

Time 

Currency 

Boolean (Yes/No, True/False) 

http://fileinfo.com/extension/doc
http://fileinfo.com/extension/docx
http://fileinfo.com/extension/log
http://fileinfo.com/extension/msg
http://fileinfo.com/extension/odt
http://fileinfo.com/extension/pages
http://fileinfo.com/extension/rtf
http://fileinfo.com/extension/tex
http://fileinfo.com/extension/txt
http://fileinfo.com/extension/wpd
http://fileinfo.com/extension/wps
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-z7n6vcw
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-zrh7n39
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-z68vkqt
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-zvpjhyc
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-zr6qpv4
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-zbkbd2p
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-ztjrjxs
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-z2d387h
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zrpycdm/revision/2#glossary-z8n7n39
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Viruses and malware are programs that can attack comput-
ers, tablets, phones and other digital devices. 
A virus is a small program designed to cause trouble by gaining 
access to your device. It can copy your personal data or slow 
your device down. A virus spreads by duplicating and attaching 
itself to other files. 
By combining the words ‘malicious’ (meaning ‘harmful’) and 
‘software’ we get the word ‘malware’. Viruses are just one type 
of malware. Other types include spyware, worms and Trojans. 

Viruses 
A virus is a type of malware that spreads through normal pro-
grams. Once your device has a virus it may spread easily and 
quickly. A virus might just slow down your device - or it might be 
so severe you lose all your applications and documents! 

Worms 
Worms can spread from device to device, but unlike a virus 
they don’t need to attach themselves to other programs. Worms 
can copy themselves hundreds of times, so they can very 
quickly harm your device and other devices. A worm might copy 
itself onto your email account and then send a copy to all of 
your email contacts! 

Trojan horse 
A trojan horse (or just a trojan) pretends it will be a useful and 
safe program, when actually it will try to attack your device. 
Trojans are named after the story of the Trojan Horse. It is said 
that many years ago the Greek army wheeled a large wooden 
horse to the gates of the city of Troy. The people of Troy 
thought it was a gift and wheeled it inside. They didn't know that 
inside the horse were Greek soldiers waiting to attack. Can you 
see why a trojan horse on a device is named after this story? 

Spyware 
Spyware is software that installs itself onto devices and then 
steals personal information about the user, like passwords, 
email addresses and other important information. It often does it 
just by keeping a record of everything the user types, which is 
called key logging. Some spyware can even use your webcam 
without your knowledge. 
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File extensions—data 
.csv Comma Separated Values File 

.dat Data File 

.gbr Gerber File 

.ged GEDCOM Genealogy Data File 

.key Keynote Presentation 

.keychain Mac OS X Keychain File 

.pps PowerPoint Slide Show 

.ppt PowerPoint Presentation 

.pptx PowerPoint Open XML Presentation 

.sdf Standard Data File 

.tar Consolidated Unix File Archive 

.tax2012 TurboTax 2012 Tax Return 

.tax2014 TurboTax 2014 Tax Return 

.vcf vCard File 

.xml XML File 

.ai Adobe Illustrator File 

.eps Encapsulated PostScript File 

.ps PostScript File 

.svg Scalable Vector Graphics File 

File extensions—Vector 

http://fileinfo.com/extension/csv
http://fileinfo.com/extension/dat
http://fileinfo.com/extension/gbr
http://fileinfo.com/extension/ged
http://fileinfo.com/extension/key
http://fileinfo.com/extension/keychain
http://fileinfo.com/extension/pps
http://fileinfo.com/extension/ppt
http://fileinfo.com/extension/pptx
http://fileinfo.com/extension/sdf
http://fileinfo.com/extension/tar
http://fileinfo.com/extension/tax2012
http://fileinfo.com/extension/tax2014
http://fileinfo.com/extension/vcf
http://fileinfo.com/extension/xml
http://fileinfo.com/extension/ai
http://fileinfo.com/extension/eps
http://fileinfo.com/extension/ps
http://fileinfo.com/extension/svg
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File extensions—Bitmap 
.bmp Bitmap Image File 

.dds DirectDraw Surface 

.gif Graphical Interchange Format File 

.jpg JPEG Image 

.png Portable Network Graphic 

.psd Adobe Photoshop Document 

.pspimag

e 
PaintShop Pro Image 

.tga Targa Graphic 

.thm Thumbnail Image File 

.tif Tagged Image File 

.tiff Tagged Image File Format 

.yuv YUV Encoded Image File 
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Spam and Phishing 

Spam is the electronic equivalent of junk mail.  The term refers to unsolicited, bulk 
– and often unwanted – email. 

Here are ways to reduce spam: 

 Enable filters on your email programs: Most ISPs (Internet Service Pro-

viders) and email providers offer spam filters. However, depending on the 

level you set, you may wind up blocking emails you want. It’s a good idea 

to occasionally check your junk folder to ensure the filters are working 

properly. 

 Report spam: Most email clients offer ways to mark an email as spam or 

report instances of spam.  Reporting spam will also help to prevent the 

messages from being directly delivered to your inbox. 

 Own your online presence: Consider hiding your email address from 

online profiles and social networking sites or only allowing certain people 

to view your personal information. 

Phishing attacks use email or malicious websites (clicking on a link) to collect per-

sonal and financial information or infect your machine with malware and viruses. 

Avoiding being a victim 

 Don’t reveal personal or financial information in an email, and do not 

respond to email solicitations for this information. This includes following 

links sent in email. 

 Before sending sensitive information over the Internet, check the security 

of the website. 

 Pay attention to the website's URL. Malicious websites may look identi-

cal to a legitimate site, but the URL may use a variation in spelling or a 

different domain (e.g., .com versus .net). 
If you are unsure whether an email request is legitimate, try to verify it by 
contacting the company directly. Contact the company using information 
provided on an account statement, not information provided in an email.  

Keep a clean machine. Having the latest operating system, software, web 
browsers, anti-virus protection and apps are the best defences against viruses, 
malware, and other online threats.  

http://fileinfo.com/extension/bmp
http://fileinfo.com/extension/dds
http://fileinfo.com/extension/gif
http://fileinfo.com/extension/jpg
http://fileinfo.com/extension/png
http://fileinfo.com/extension/psd
http://fileinfo.com/extension/pspimage
http://fileinfo.com/extension/pspimage
http://fileinfo.com/extension/tga
http://fileinfo.com/extension/thm
http://fileinfo.com/extension/tif
http://fileinfo.com/extension/tiff
http://fileinfo.com/extension/yuv
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Smart Targets 
S Specific 

M Measurable 

A Achievable 

R Realistic 

T Time-constrained 

So essentially SMART targets set out what's going to happen, who's going to do it, 

when it's going to be done by, and how achievement will be measured.  

Specific 

A specific goal will usually answer the five "W" questions: 

 What: What do I want to accomplish?  

 Why: Specific reasons, purpose or benefits of accomplishing the goal.  

 Who: Who is involved?  

 Where: Identify a location.  

 Which: Identify requirements and constraints.  
 

Measurable 

A measurable goal will usually answer questions such  

 How much?  

 How many?  

 How will I know when it is accomplished? 
 

Achievable 

The third term stresses the importance of goals that are realistic and attainable. An 
achievable goal will usually answer the question: 

 How: How can the goal be accomplished? 
 

Relevant 

A relevant goal can answer yes to these questions: 

 Does this seem worthwhile?  

 Is this the right time?  

 Does this match our other efforts/needs?  

 Are you the right person?  
 

Time Constrained 

A time-bound goal will usually answer the question:  

 When? 
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.3g2 3GPP2 Multimedia File 

.3gp 3GPP Multimedia File 

.asf Advanced Systems Format File 

.asx Microsoft ASF Redirector File 

.avi Audio Video Interleave File 

.flv Flash Video File 

.m4v iTunes Video File 

.mov Apple QuickTime Movie 

.mp4 MPEG-4 Video File 

.mpg MPEG Video File 

.rm Real Media File 

.srt SubRip Subtitle File 

.swf Shockwave Flash Movie 

.vob DVD Video Object File 

.wmv Windows Media Video File 

File extensions—Video 

Other 

.html—hypertext markup language (websites) 

.exe—executable files (programs) 

.pdf—portable document file (documents) 

http://fileinfo.com/extension/3g2
http://fileinfo.com/extension/3gp
http://fileinfo.com/extension/asf
http://fileinfo.com/extension/asx
http://fileinfo.com/extension/avi
http://fileinfo.com/extension/flv
http://fileinfo.com/extension/m4v
http://fileinfo.com/extension/mov
http://fileinfo.com/extension/mp4
http://fileinfo.com/extension/mpg
http://fileinfo.com/extension/rm
http://fileinfo.com/extension/srt
http://fileinfo.com/extension/swf
http://fileinfo.com/extension/vob
http://fileinfo.com/extension/wmv
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Take one subject at school and describe 3 ways in 
which IT makes you more productive in it. (3 
Marks) 
Catering: 
I can look up recipes and print then 
I can save my coursework and do it on computer faster 
I can research diets and make plans 
 
Three ways it is productive in school is at GCSE P.E is by doing 
course work on the computer to get it all typed up neat and quick-
ly also to do a poster or get photos for one on the internet. lastly 
to do home work set on websites such as sam learning 
 
D.T use in order to create powerpoints for course work, operate 
machines such as the laser cutter, and design products on 2D de-
sign 
 
product design I have to use PowerPoint to finish my coursework 
also I use internet to get key information I also use it for making 
charts on excel and gather my key information on word. 
 

Your friend gives you their USB drive as they 
have a file for you.  You need to take the drive 
home to transfer the file to your computer. What 
two things should you consider before transfer-
ring this file? (2 marks) 
Response: 
You should scan the usb for viruses and check what file it is. 
 
the size of the file and do you have enough space to do the 
transfer. the format of the file 
 
check there is no virus on USB and also make sure they are 
not hacking you. 
make sure that there is no private detail on the USB. 
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Creative Commons 
Lawrence Lessig founded Creative Commons (CC) in 2001 to create a 
series of easy-to-understand copyright licenses for online creative 
work. These licenses established the notion of “some rights reserved.” 

The Creative Commons license has six variations. It’s really a collec-
tion of licenses that cover particular uses. These include whether the 
licensed work can be used commercially, whether it can be modified, 
and whether derivative work can be redistributed under the same (or 
a compatible) license. A Creative Commons license can be restricted 
to certain jurisdictions or apply internationally. 

The basic Creative Commons license is CC Attribution. It allows for 

all copying, modification and redistribution (even commercially), pro-

vided that the original author is attributed (with no implication of en-

dorsement). Work under CC Attribution is essentially free to use. 

The CC Attribution license can be extended to CC Attribution-

ShareAlike. The same rules apply, except that all derivative work 

must be licensed the same way. This distinction ensures that all re-

sulting work remains free. Wikipedia uses this license for its text. 

Here are the four other Creative Commons licenses: 

 CC Attribution-NoDerivsRedistribution is allowed, provided 

that attribution is given and no modifications are made. 

 CC Attribution-NonCommercialEverything is allowed with at-

tribution, provided that it is not done commercially. 

 CC Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlikeThe same as 

above, but derivative work must be under the same license. 

 CC Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivsRedistribution is al-

lowed for noncommercial use and without any modification. 
As you can see, the Creative Commons licence has six separate ver-

sions, all of which at least require attribution to the copyright owner. 

http://www.creativecommons.org/
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Copyright And Licensing 
When we create something — let’s say a photograph — we own the 

copyright, which is our exclusive right as the author to own that work. 

We control who else can use our work and in what manner. For exam-

ple, I could allow someone to print my photograph or adapt it in a 

piece of art. Rather than establishing verbal agreements, I can distrib-

ute my work with a license that sets the guidelines for use. The things 

that are copyrighted are sometimes referred to as “intellectual prop-

erty.” 

What Is “Fair Use” 

“Fair use” is an exception to the exclusive rights held by the copyright 

owner. It exists in some countries such as the US and UK. Under it, in 

certain cases, using work without permission is possible. If someone’s 

usage is defined as fair use, then they don’t need to obtain a license. 

Essentially, using copyrighted material is a legal right. Examples of fair 

use might include: 

 Educational purposes, such as teaching and student research; 

 Making commentary and criticism as part of a news report or pub-

lished article. 

There’s a misconception that noncommercial or nonprofit use is al-

ways acceptable. It isn’t. Fair use is a legal term and is judged case by 

case. Always research thoroughly if you think your use of copyrighted 

material is legal. 

What Is “Public Domain” 
Work that falls in the “public domain” basically has no copyright own-

er. You can use, modify and redistribute it to your heart’s content. An 

author can forfeit their copyright and, thus, put their work in the pub-

lic domain (although it’s not quite that easy, as we’ll see lat-

er). Copyright ownership expires after the author’s death (generally 50 

to 70 years after death in most countries). 
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. Explain two advantages and two disadvantages 
of using a cloud based technology to support your 
work. (4 Marks) 
 
advantages 
access from any where 
good place to back up data 
disadvantages 
could get hacked 
sometimes you have to pay 
 
You can use it anywhere as long as you are connected to internet. 
You can easily keep your work safe 
Quick and easy access 
The servers might be down at times 
You need to pay for some cloud storages and they have a limit of 
space availavle 
You need internet connection to open the files 
 
Advantages: 
- It's quick and can be access any where and any time 
- simple to use 
Disadvantages: 
- The speed of it depends on your internet connection and it can 
only be accessed when you have internet connection 
- They are not very secure or safe as a hard drive 

A group of people from all over the country come to a 
presentation about a subject where there are changes 
every week. Give two disadvantages of using Power-
point to present information to this audience with the 
intention of providing a copy of the presentation file to 
each person. (2 Marks) 
Response: 
It might take up a lot space. 
People might not have power point installed 
There are changes every week so the power point would con-
stantly have to be updated. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries%27_copyright_length
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The log files for visitors to the W3Schools website detected the 
following operating systems. The table shows the proportion of 
hits for each operating system. 

 Provide 4 clear statements about the way operating 
systems use is changing now and into the future. 
(4 marks) 

  
Response: 
In 2013 windows 8 has low amount of visitors but a year later the 
amount of customers using windows 8 has doubled. From 2011 to 
2014 the use of windows 7 has increased with nearly 15%.In fu-
ture people using windows 7 and 8 will probably increase even 
more. The use of vista,nt,winxp has decreased since 2011 and 
now have less visitors than in 2014.Mac,mobile and Linux are in-
creased but with little bit and they could also rise in future as well 

Date Win 8 Win 7 Vista NT WinX
P 

Linux Mac Mo-
bile 

Au-
gust 
2014 

18.1
% 

54.2
% 

1.0% 0.2% 6.5% 5.6% 9.7% 4.9% 

Au-
gust 
2013 

9.6% 55.9
% 

1.7% 0.4% 14.7
% 

5.0% 9.2% 3.4% 

Au-
gust 
2012 

  54.5
% 

3.2% 1.3% 24.8
% 

5.0% 8.7% 1.8% 

Au-
gust 
2011 

  40.4
% 

5.9% 0.8% 38.0
% 

5.2% 8.2% 0.9% 

Strong Passwords:- 
Upper and lower case letters 
Numbers 
Symbols 
E.g. Str0nGP@ssword1845, 1%er$£GHJJvf£, ££Akn%9811  
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Online Applications 
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Open Source Software 
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What is the purpose of an Acceptable Use Policy 
(AUP)? (2 Marks) 
 
Its purpose is to inform people of what is not allowed when using 
their network and they have to agree to it to use it. If they don't fol-
low the rules they will be banned from the network and might have 
legal issues 
 
An AUP makes people agree to something before using your 
product, website, application, ect... An AUP can help stop peo-
ple from doing stuff that you don't want them to do and if they 
go against it they can be punished  
 
to use the device accepting the terms and conditions like do not 
enter inappropriate materials or playing games. To prevent bully-
ing and harassing other users which can be reported 
 
to ensure people using the device/server accept the rules and ac-
cept the consequences if any of the rules are broken stopping bul-
lying, hacking etc 

The current law in England that protects copyright 
against software piracy currently limits fines to 
£5,000. Explain whether you think this is too much, 
too little or about right giving your reasons. (2 
Marks) 
 
I think this is too much because it really depends how many illegal 

copyrighted things the offender has. I believe he should pay the 

price of all illegal things he owns and 10% extra  

I think that this a suitable price but should be raised in some 
cases. People shouldn't copy things which are not there's, if 
somebody has spent a year making something then it's just tak-
en and the person credits it as their own then the fine should be 
a lot more. 
 
I think that this could be classed as not enough because the person 
may have made more of that through selling the pirated software 
and people may also think that isn't that much money so may be 
encouraged to take part 
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What is the difference between lossy file compres-
sion and lossless file compression? (2 Marks) 
 
Loosy file compression is a compressed file that is compressed to 

be smaller and its quality is decreased. Lossless compression is 

something like .FLAC files for music which are compressed to take 

less space but do not loose any quality in the file  

 

Definition 

Lossless and lossy compression are terms that describe whether or 
not, in the compressionof a file, all original data can be recovered 
when the file is uncompressed. With lossless compression, every sin-
gle bit of data that was originally in the file remains after the file is 
uncompressed. All of the information is completely restored. This is 
generally the technique of choice for text or spreadsheet files, where 
losing words or financial data could pose a problem. The Graphics In-
terchange File (GIF) is an image format used on the Web that pro-
vides lossless compression. 

On the other hand, lossy compression reduces a file by permanently 

eliminating certain information, especially redundant information. 

When the file is uncompressed, only a part of the original information 

is still there (although the user may not notice it). Lossy compression 

is generally used for video and sound, where a certain amount of in-

formation loss will not be detected by most users. The JPEG image 

file, commonly used for photographs and other complex still images 

on the Web, is an image that has lossy compression. Using JPEG com-

pression, the creator can decide how much loss to introduce and 

make a trade-off between file size and image quality. 
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Vendor Lock-in 

Vendor lock-in is a situation in which a customer using 

a product or service cannot easily transition to a com-

petitor’s product or service. Vendor lock-in is usually 

the result of proprietary technologies that are incom-

patible with those of competitors. However, it can also 

be caused by inefficient processes or contract con-

straints, among other things.    

The fear of vendor lock-in is often cited as a major im-

pediment to cloud service adoption. The complexities of 

cloud service migration mean that many customers 

stay with a provider that doesn’t meet their needs, just 

to avoid the cumbersome process. To move data from 

one provider’s cloud environment to another, for exam-

ple, it’s often necessary to first move the data back to 

the customer’s site and then move it to the new provid-

er’s environment. Furthermore, the data may have 

been altered for compatibility with the original provid-

er’s system so that what is returned to the customer 

needs to be returned to its former state before it can be 

moved again.  

When buying computer equipment including soft-

ware, there are direct costs and indirect costs. 

Give an example of a direct cost and an example 

of an indirect cost. (2 Marks) 
 
a direct cost is like buying the equipment from the shop like a key-
board. a indirect cost is having software where you might have to 
pay monthly or yearly like a subscription to it. 
 

http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/compression
http://searchwindevelopment.techtarget.com/definition/GIF
http://searchsoa.techtarget.com/definition/JPEG
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4 - HTML5 lets you do things previously impos-
sible 
With new functionalities that an awesome combination of CSS3 and HTML5 give 
us we can do things that were never possible to achieve in pure HTML. Things that 
would previously require external plugins like Adobe Flash or Microsoft Silverlight 
are now achievable in a browser through HTML5. Heavy support for animations 
and transition allows the possibility to create complicated dynamic visual effects 
through CSS3 rather than flash. Modern JavaScript API support to things like appli-
cation storage, geolocation allow developers to create complete web based appli-
cations through native HTML and CSS. All that is very cool, for one, but also it al-
lows to create all of this, both web sites and web applications using the same 
technology.  
 

5 - HTML5 supports mobile devices 
With all that in mind we come to a conclusion, the final reason why HTML5 

matters - it is mobile friendly. With all that was mentioned earlier, the lightweight 

visual effects, the support from industry, the support form browser vendors, it is 

now easier than ever to develop a web site or an web application in HTML5 that 

can be deployed on both desktop and mobile devices. Content was never closer to 

the end user and it doesn't matter if you are browsing on your desktop machine, 

on your laptop or on your smartphone. While the smartphone market is diverging 

with different supported operating systems and native applications, HTML5 is sup-

ported throughout the whole spectrum of mobile vendors thus allowing to deliver 

The main languages of the Web: 

HTML (HyperText Markup Language)  

CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) 

JavaScript 

HTML defines the content 

CSS defines the appearance 

JavaScript defines the behaviour. 
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What is SVG? 
 SVG stands for Scalable Vector Graphics 

 SVG is used to define vector-based graphics for the Web 

 SVG defines the graphics in XML format 

 SVG graphics do NOT lose any quality if they are 

zoomed or resized 

 Every element and every attribute in SVG files can be 

animated 

 SVG is a W3C recommendation 
SVG integrates with other W3C standards such as the DOM 

and XSL 

Advantages of using SVG over other image formats (like 

JPEG and GIF) are: 

 SVG images can be created and edited with any text ed-

itor 

 SVG images can be searched, indexed, scripted, and 

compressed 

 SVG images are scalable 

 SVG images can be printed with high quality at any res-

olution 

 SVG images are zoomable (and the image can be 

zoomed without degradation) 

 SVG is an open standard 

 SVG files are pure XML 

The main competitor to SVG is Flash. 

The biggest advantage SVG has over Flash is the compli-

ance with other standards (e.g. XSL and the DOM). Flash 

relies on proprietary technology that is not open source. 
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What is HTML? 

HTML is a markup language for describing web documents 

(web pages). 

 HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language 

 A markup language is a set of markup tags 

 HTML documents are described by HTML tags 
Each HTML tag describes different document content 

   Example of HTML 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

  <title>Page Title</title> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

  <h1>My First Heading</h1> 

  <p>My first paragraph.</p> 

</body> 

 

</html>  

 The DOCTYPE declaration defines the document type to be 

HTML 

 The text between <html> and </html> describes an HTML 

document 

 The text between <head> and </head> provides infor-

mation about the document 

 The text between <title> and </title> provides a title for 

the document 

 The text between <body> and </body> describes the visi-

ble page content 

 The text between <h1> and </h1> describes a heading 

 The text between <p> and </p> describes a paragraph 
Using this description, a web browser can display a document 

with a heading and a paragraph. 
13 

Why is HTML 5 Important? 
 
1 - HTML5 is becoming a new standard 
But why is it so good? What does it all mean? More importantly, why does it 
matter? There are a couple of factors that explain this. First of all, it is very rapidly 
becoming a standard. Developers want to use HTML5 which in return makes it all 
the more popular and the driving force for it to be here to stay is strong. Modern 
browsers all support HTML5 allowing developers to use all the new and exciting 
features it offers in order to create more dynamic end results. It doesn't matter if 
you create a new plugin, an UI mobile framework, or a new fancy carousel - your 
developer wants to do it in HTML5. And if you are a developer - you want to, or 
should want to, do it in HTML5  

 

2 - HTML5 is faster and cheaper 
What's the main reason industry wants to support HTML5? It reduces development 
time. By focusing on latest browsers and not being hold up on old ones (while 
providing graceful content degradation) developers can focus on writing functional-
ities that work, look good, while using latest tools. This makes whole process quick 
and very rewarding for the developers themselves.  

 

3 - HTML5 is modern 
Next to HTML5 stands another awesome new tech - CSS3. Often, when using the 
term HTML5 it is assumed that CSS3 is included in the definition. What's so awe-
some about CSS3? Well, like HTML5 it is a new iteration of CSS specification includ-
ing modern browser support for visual styling. This allows achieving great looking 
effects like rounded corners, shadows or animations within couple lines of code, 
rather than by laborious image slicing techniques. This both increases fun factor of 
developing such features and reduces development time significantly, allowing de-
velopers to focus their efforts on things that matter. As a bonus you get lightweight 
websites with reduced number of files and images that need to be downloaded for 
the site to look good. All this makes sites to load faster increasing responsivity and 
enhancing user experience.  


